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ABSTRACT
In big data era, people cannot afford more and more complex computation work due to the constrained 
computation resources. The high reliability, strong processing capacity, large storage space of cloud 
computing makes the resource-constrained clients remotely operate the heavy computation task 
with the help of cloud server. In this paper, a new algorithm for secure outsourcing of high degree 
polynomials is proposed. We introduce a camouflage technique, which the real polynomial will be 
disguised to the untrusted cloud server. In addition, the input and output will not be revealed in the 
computation process and the clients can easily verify the returned result. The application of the secure 
outsourcing algorithm in keyword search system is also studied. A verification technique for keyword 
search is generated based on the outsourcing algorithm. The client can easily verify whether the server 
faithfully implement the search work in the whole ciphertext space. If the server does not implement 
the search work and returns the client “null” to indicate there is no files with the query keyword, the 
client can easily verify whether there are some related files in the ciphertext database.

1. Introduction

With the rapid popularization of Internet and the extensive 
use of software applications, the data used in the field of social 
networking, medical, electricity and financial industry etc., 
is increasing explosively. The higher performance of the analy-
sis, calculation, and storage of huge amounts of data is needed. 
However, the computation mode is different from the traditional 
mode, and the traditional computation mode cannot satisfy the 
requirement of data processing due to the limitation of comput-
ing power and storage resources in big data era. Google, Amazon 
and other companies put forward cloud computing services, 
which realized easy access to a shared resource at anytime and 
anywhere. This new model improves the service quality and 
reduces operating cost, which is widely used in IT industries.

In big data era, people cannot afford the complex compu-
tation work due to the constrained computation resources 
(Hu et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2016a,b,c,d). Outsourcing compu-
tation helps people to solve the heavy computation task. The 
resource-constrained clients outsourced large-scale computing 
tasks to the cloud server, which may not be trusted. Then the 
cloud server returns the computation results when it finishes 
the computing tasks. In this way, the client can use the large 
cloud computing resources to accomplish the costly comput-
ing. In the computing process, there is little cost for software 
and hardware in the process, and the efficiency is very high, 
the optimal allocation of resources can be achieved.

However, the cloud service provider is an untrusted third 
party, the privacy of the outsourced data and the correctness 
of the results cannot be guaranteed. It is significant to do some 
research on the protection of the inputs and outputs and the 
verification of the computing results. Verifiable computation 
can be used to test whether the outsourcing computation 
results is correct or not. The verification cost of this computa-
tion should be less than the cost of computing tasks.

Polynomials are widely used in the Engineering field, such 
as information security, image processing, financial data analy-
sis, linear algebra, signal processing and so on. However, when 
facing with high degree polynomials, it cost much computation 
resources and working time of resource-constrained clients. 
It is necessary to study outsourcing polynomial computation.

Outsourcing computation of polynomials can be used in 
searchable encryption, which helps people retrieve the required 
files in a practicable way. However, in most of existing schemes, 
the cloud server is assumed to be honest, and the verification 
of the retrieved results is not considered. In the real world, it 
is hard to find a reliable cloud service provider in cloud com-
puting. In order to get more benefits and save the resources, 
cloud server will probably return a “null” without searching.

There are also some researches on the verification of the 
returned results. The bloom filter is used in these schemes, and 
the clients can easily verify the results returned by the cloud 
server. However, there will be some mistakes due to the con-
struction of bloom filter, it is inevitable. When some new key-
words are generated, the bloom filter has to be reconstructed, 
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and the misjudgment rate will increase. Polynomial is a good 
tool to deal with the above issue. There is no mistake, and the 
new polynomial can be easily reconstructed.

In this paper, we focus on the verifiable secure outsourcing 
of polynomials, and its application in verifiable keyword search. 
Our contribution is as follows:

•  A disguising technique is proposed to blind the 
polynomial.

•  A new algorithm for secure outsourcing of high degree 
polynomials is given based on the proposed disguising 
technique.

•  The input and output can keep private in the com-
putation process, and the clients can easily verify the 
returned result.

•  A new verification technique for keyword search is 
generated with this verification technique. When cloud 
server returns “null”, the clients can easily verify whether 
cloud server faithfully searched over the ciphertexts.

This paper is a revised and expanded version of the paper enti-
tled “Secure Outsourcing Algorithm of Polynomials in Cloud 
Computing” presented at the 28th International Conference on 
Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, Redwood 
City, San Francisco Bay, California, USA (Zhou et al., 2016). We 
improve the secure outsourcing model and enhance the secu-
rity. The application of the outsourcing algorithm is added, and 
a new verification technique for keyword search is proposed, 
with which the client can verify whether the server implement 
the search work or not.

The organization of this paper is as follows: The related work 
is given in Section 2. Some preliminaries are given in Section 3. 
The algorithm of secure outsourcing for polynomials is given 
in Section 4. In Section 5 we give the security analysis. The 
application of the outsourcing algorithm in keyword search is 
given in Section 6. Finally, the conclusion is made in Section 7.

2. Related Work

2.1. Outsourcing Computation

Outsourcing computation allows clients to do some computa-
tions with the help of the cloud, without disclosing the informa-
tion about the inputs except possibly and the outputs. In 2002, 
secure outsourcing of scientific computing and numerical calcu-
lation were studied for the first time by Atallah, Pantazopoulos, 
Rice, and Spafford (2002), and they put forward a lot of suitable 
camouflage technologies for scientific computing, such as, matrix 
multiplication, inequality, linear equations, etc. However, verifia-
bility of computing results was not studied. In 2005, Hohenberger 
and Lysyanskaya (2005) proposed the formal security defini-
tion of outsourcing. In 2008, Benjamin and Atallah (2008) used 
homomorphic encryption to construct a secure outsourcing 
scheme for linear algebraic computation, in which the client can 
verify the results. In 2010, Atallah and Frikken (2010) proposed 
a single server verifiable outsourcing scheme based on Shamir 
secret sharing scheme, and Gennaro, Gentry, and Parno (2010) 
proposed an outsourcing computation scheme for arbitrary func-
tion F with non-interactive verification based on fully homomor-
phic encryption. In 2016, Ye, Xu, and Ding (2016) proposed a 
secure outsourcing algorithm for modular exponentiation, which 
improves the efficiency of Hohenberger’s scheme.

Polynomials are often used in many application fields, such as, 
signal processing, data analysis, etc. In 2011, Benabbas, Gennaro, 

and Vahlis (2011) proposed an algorithm of secure outsourcing 
for polynomials based on homomorphic encryption. In 2012, 
Fiore and Gennaro (2012) proposed a scheme for verifiable del-
egation of large polynomials. However, in these two schemes, 
the inputs would be revealed. In 2016, Ye, Zhang, and Fu (2016) 
proposed a scheme for secure outsourcing polynomials, in which 
an extra polynomial will be outsourced for verification.

2.2. Searchable Encryption

Searchable encryption allows a client to securely search the key-
word and retrieve corresponding documents. The first searcha-
ble encryption scheme is proposed by Song, Wagner, and Perrig 
(2000) in 2000. However the queried keywords will be leaked. 
To improve the efficiency, Chang and Mitzenmacher (2005) pro-
posed a similar index scheme; an encrypted hash table is built 
for the whole files. In the index table, each entry consists of the 
trapdoor of a keyword and an encrypted set of related file iden-
tifiers. Then the searchable encryption formal security notion is 
proposed by Curtmola, Garay, Kamara, and Ostrovsky (2006). 
Furthermore, (Fiore & Gennaro (2012) proposed a verifiable 
keyword search schemes. Though the keywords are secure in 
the symmetric key setting (Chai and Gong, 2012), it is resistless 
for the off-line keyword guessing attack in public key setting. 
However, the above schemes deal with symmetric encryptions.

Bao, Deng, Ding, and Yang (2008) proposed a searchable 
encryption scheme in multi-user setting. Clients in the group 
can search the encrypted files without sharing their secrets. 
However, the index generation should be interacted with the 
server, and server can identify the keyword if two clients search 
the same keyword. There are also some other works on searcha-
ble public key encryption (Ye, Wang, Zhao, Shen, and Li, 2016). 
Zhao, Nishide, and Sakurai (2011) proposed an attribute-based 
searchable encryption scheme. Zheng, Xu, and Ateniese (2014) 
used bloom filter to verify the search results.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Outsource-security

An algorithm is said to be an outsource-secure algorithm if;

•  Correctness: The result returned from the cloud server is 
the correct implementation of the algorithm.

•  Security: For all probabilistic polynomial-time adversar-
ies, the original computation cannot be obtained from 
the outsourced disguised computation.

3.2. Verifiable Outsourcing Computation

A verifiable outsourcing computation scheme is defined by the 
following algorithms:

•  KeyGen(f,k)  (PK, SK): Based on the security param-
eter k, the key generation algorithm generates a key pair 
(PK, SK) for the function f. PK is provided to the server, 
and client keeps SK.

•  ProGen (x)  (σx, Vx): The problem generation algo-
rithm is run by client, who uses SK to encode the input 
x as σx, which is given to server, and a verification keyVx, 
which is kept private by client.

•  Compute (σx)  (σy): The algorithm is run by the server 
to compute an encoded version of the output σy.
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•  Verify (Vx, σy)  (y ∪ ⊥): The algorithm returns the 
value y = f(x) or ⊥, which indicates that σy is a false result 
of f(x).

A verifiable computation scheme should be correct and 
secure.

•  Correctness: A verifiable computation scheme is correct 
if the algorithms allow the honest server to output val-
ues that will pass the verification. That is, for any x and 
f and any

if

Then

holds with all but negligible probability.

•  Security: A verifiable computation scheme is secure if 
for any function f, and any PPT adversary A, that

Where negl(⋅ ) is a negligible function.
In the verifiable computation scheme the time for verifying 

the output must be much smaller than the time to compute 
the function.

•  Efficiency: A verifiable computation scheme is efficient, 
if the time required for Verify (Vx,σy) is O(T), where T is 
the time required to compute f(x).

3.3. Verifiable Keyword Search

The process of verifiable keyword search can be described as 
follows:

•  Setup: A probabilistic algorithm executed by Authority 
(AU) to set up the system and to initialize system param-
eters. The algorithm outputs the public keys PK and 
secret keys SK for AU.

•  Enroll: Executed by AU to enroll client to the system. 
Taking as input SK, it outputs client’s ID and query key.

•  GenIndex: Client generates I(w) with PK and the desired 
keyword w.

(PK , SK) ← KeyGen (f , k),

(�x ,Vx) ← ProGenSK(x) , (�y) ← ComputePK(�x),

f (x) ← VerifySK(Vx , �y)

AdvA
(

V , f , k
)

≤ negl(k)

•  Write: Client invokes GenIndex to generate search token 
I(d·w).

•  ConstructQ: Run by a client to construct a query, which 
takes the public key PK, the secret key and a chosen key-
word was inputs and outputs a query Q(w).

•  Search: Run by server to search in the ciphertexts data-
base for the records associated with w. If some records 
exist, it returns the records, or returns “null” if there is 
no record associated with w.

•  Verify: Run by a client to verify the search result. When 
the server returns “null”, client checks the correctness 
by using the verification algorithm. If there is no record 
associated with w, it outputs1, else, outputs 0.

4. Secure Outsourcing of Polynomials

A resource-constrained client wants to outsource a high degree 
polynomial with fixed coefficients. This polynomial will be 
used latter for some applications frequently. We focus on the 
outsourcing of the fixed polynomials without homomorphic 
encryption, which will be used in the verification of keyword 
search work. In the outsourcing process, the inputs and the 
outputs should be blind to cloud server and the client should 
verify the correctness of the result efficiently.

4.1. Design Goals

To securely outsourcing the computation of polynomials effi-
ciently, there are four design goals.

•  Camouflage: Design a camouflage method to disguise 
the real computing polynomials, so that the cloud server 
cannot get the information of original polynomials.

•  Security: Prevent the cloud server from learning any 
information of the inputs and outputs.

•  Verification: The algorithm should be guaranteed that 
the server returns the correct computing results.

•  Efficiency: The computation cost in the verification 
phase should be greatly less than that of polynomial 
computation.

4.2. System Model

The secure outsourcing model with the resource-constrained 
client and the untrusted powerful cloud server is shown in 
Figure 1.

Client firstly camouflages the original polynomial into a 
disguised polynomial, which will be outsourced to the cloud 
server. When client wants to do some computations on the 
outsourced polynomial, he/she encrypts the inputs and sends 
to the cloud server. When finishes the computations, the cloud 
server returns the computation results to the client. Then client 
verify the computation results by using the verification infor-
mation. If the returned results are correct, client will transform 
the encrypted outputs into the real computation results.

4.3. Camouflage Technique

In the following we give the camouflage technique for secure 
outsourcing of polynomials.

The polynomial
f (x) = anx

n + an−1x
n−1 +⋯ + a1x + a0

Verification

Disguise
Polynomials

Verification 
Information

Encrypted
Outputs

Encrypted 
Inputs

Client

Cloud Server

Figure 1. outsourcing System model.
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Computation: Cloud server computers σy  =  F(σx) and 
T =

∏n

i=0 t
�
i
x

i
.

Then cloud server sends (σy, T) to the client.
Verification: Client verifies whether following equation 

holds

If not, the server gives the wrong answer, σy is not correct. If 
the equation holds, client can get the final result by computing

Where

5. Security Analysis

Theorem 1. Server cannot get any information about ai from bi.
For bi is generated by ai, r and d, i.e. bi = air

i - di.
Only the value of bi, 0 ≤  i ≤ n can be obtained by cloud 

server.ai, r and d are unknown to server. If server can get ai 
from the following n equations

However, there are only n+1 equations with n+3 unknown 
variables; the server cannot get ai from the equations. Thus, 
server cannot get any information about coefficients ai of f 
from the outsourcing polynomial F.

Theorem 2. The input and output of the polynomial are 
secure.

The real input is x, however, the encrypted input is σx, where 
�x =

x

r
.

For r is randomly chosen, the input x is keeping privacy.
The output client needs is y = 𝜎y − ỹ. Cloud server can get 

σy, however, it cannot get ỹ.
For

where d and c are randomly chosen by the client.
Cloud server can just get σx and in the computation process, 

cloud server cannot get the private parameters d and c from 
the outsourced polynomial.

Hence, the input and output would not be revealed.

6. Comparison

Our algorithm is the improvement of the algorithm in Benabbas 
et al. (2011), and we enhanced the security of the input and out-
put privacy. The comparisons between our scheme and some 
recent schemes are listed in Table 1.

7. Application

In keyword search system, client generates a keyword search 
token, and sends to the server. The server searches over the 

Z =

n
∏

i=0

g
�
i
x

i
= g

k0
1−(k1�x )

n+1

1−k1�x .

T = ZgR�y .

y = 𝜎y − ỹ

ỹ =

n
∑

i=1

di
𝜎
i
x

=
d𝜎x − (d𝜎x)

n+1

1 − d𝜎x

− c

b0 = c + a0, b1 = a1r − d, b2 = a2r
2 − d2, … , bn = anr

n − dn

ỹ =
d𝜎x − (d𝜎x)

n+1

1 − d𝜎x

− c

Where ai ∊ Zp, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, is a high degree polynomial, which 
will be outsourced to the cloud server and the client wants to 
compute the function on the value of x.

For the secure outsourcing and efficient verification, a dis-
guised polynomial F(σx) is constructed, which should satisfy 
the following requirements.

•  Server cannot get any information about coefficients ai 
of f(x) from the outsourcing polynomial F(σx).

•  Server cannot get any information about the input x of 
f(x) from the outsourcing input F(σx).

•  Server cannot get any information about the output f(x) 
from the output F(σx).

We use the following technique to achieve the requirements.
Client randomly selects r, c, d ∊ Zp, and computes b0 = c + a0.
The coefficients of the disguised polynomial

is generated as bi = air
i - di, where 0 ≤ i ≤ n.

F(σx) will be outsourced to cloud server.

4.4. Outsourcing Algorithm

We assume σx is an encoded input and σy is an encoded output, 
the polynomial F is a disguised polynomial and we denote g is 
a generator of the finite field Zp.

Client wants to computes

where f(x) is a high degree polynomial.
He/she firstly transforms f(x) into F(σx) by using the above 

camouflage technique, and then delegates it to the cloud server. 
Furthermore, the client can verify the correctness of the result.

Initialization: Client randomly selects six numbers 
r, c, d, R, k0, k1 ∊ Zp, and then sets �x =

x

r
. Finally, client generates

where

Then client computes

Delegation: We denote t = (t0, t1, …, tn), and gi = gk0k
i
1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. 

Client sends the polynomial

And

to the cloud server.
When client wants to compute f(x), client computes �x =

x

r
 

and sends σx to cloud server. Then client computes

F(�x) = bn�
n
x + bn - 1�

n−1
x +⋯ + b1�x + b0

f (x) = anx
n + an - 1x

n−1 +⋯ + a1x + a0 mod p

F(�x) = bn�
n
x + bn - 1�

n−1
x +⋯ + b1�x + b0

b0 = c + a0 , b1 = a1r − d, b2 = a2r
2 − d2,… , bn = anr

n − dn

t0 = gk0k
0
1+Rb0 , t1 = gk0k

1
1+Rb1 , t2 = gk0k

2
1+Rb2 , … , tn = gk0k

n
1+Rbn

F(x) = bnx
n + bn - 1x

n−1 +⋯ + b1x + b0

t = (t0, t1,… , tn)

Table 1. Comparisons.

Input Privacy Output Privacy Homomorphic 
Encryption

Benabbas et al. 
(2011)

no no Yes

fiore and gennaro 
(2012)

no no Yes

ours Yes Yes no
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is proposed. In the computation process, the computation 
polynomial is disguised to the cloud server, and the inputs 
and outputs of polynomials will not be revealed. In addition, 
clients can efficiently verify the computation result. We also 
give the application of the secure outsourcing algorithm. In the 
keyword search system, the server who implements the search 
work is usually assumed to be honest in most of the existing 
researches. However, it is hard to find an honest cloud server in 
real word. Thus, we consider the weak scenario. In order to save 
the computation resource, the cloud server does not implement 
the search work, and returns the client “null” to show that there 
is no related file according to the search query. Our application 
focus on this issue and an efficient verification algorithm is 
given. The client can easily verify whether the cloud server 
faithfully implement the search work. Our scheme is practical.
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ciphertext database. If there is no corresponding information, 
the server will return “null” to the client. In most of the exist-
ing schemes, the server is assumed to be honest. However, in 
real word, the server is usually dishonest. So the client has to 
verify the search results. Verifiable outsourcing of polynomial 
is a useful technique to verify whether the server searches over 
the database or just returns “null” without searching. The client 
can deal with this issue as follows:

We assume there are three parties in the keyword search 
system, client, Server 1 (verify the search result when Server 
2 returns “null”) and Server 2 (implement the search work for 
client).

Client constructs a polynomial with the keywords extracted 
from the files, which is stored in a database in the form of 
ciphertexts.

Then Client randomly selects six numbers r, c, d, R, k0, k1 ∊ Zp, 
and a generator of the finite field Zp, g, and then disguises the 
f(w) as F(σw)

where b0 = c + a0, b1 = a1r − d, b2 = a2r
2 − d2, …, bn = anr

n − dn

.
Client computes t0 = gk0k

0
1+Rb0, t1 = gk0k

1
1+Rb1, t2 = gk0k

2
1+Rb2, …, 

tn = gk0k
n
1+Rbn.

And then, the client sends F(σw) and t =  (t0,  t1, …,  tn) to 
Server 1 for verification.

Client selects a keyword w0, and generates the query Q(w0) 
and sends to Server 2. Server 2 searches the related files in the 
database. If there is no related file in the database, it returns 
“null”.

Client then verifies the result. He/she computes �w =
w0

r
, and

And the client sends σw to Server 1.
Server 1 computes the outsourced polynomial with σw, and 

returns (σy, T) to the client.
Client verifies whether the equation T = ZgR�y holds or not. 

If the equation holds, then the client computes y = 𝜎y − ỹ.
If y = 0, this indicates there is no file related with the key-

word w0. Else, that means Server 2 did not search over the 
whole ciphertexts.

8. Conclusion

In the era of information explosion, people have to deal with 
huge amounts of data. It is a great computation burden for the 
resource-constrained clients. Cloud servers provide a lot of 
convenience for the resource-constrained clients by sharing 
the computing resources. Clients can outsource the complex 
computation task to the powerful cloud servers. In this way, the 
computation burden of clients can be greatly reduced. In this 
paper a new algorithm of secure outsourcing for polynomials 

f (w) = (w − w1)(w − w2)⋯ (w − wn)

= anw
n + an−1w

n−1 +⋯ + a1w + a0 mod p

F(�w) = bn�
n
w + bn - 1�

n−1
w +⋯ + b1�w + b0

Z =

n
∏

i=0

g
�
i
w

i
= g

k0
1−(k1�w )

n+1

1−k1�w ,

ỹ =
d𝜎w − (d𝜎w)

n+1

1 − d𝜎w

− c
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